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Summary

COX-2 inhibitors and SSRIs—the U.S. public has become more familiar with these technical abbreviations for biochemical processes than one might expect from our general level of science knowledge. Safety concerns about these drugs—used primarily to treat pain and depression—have turned a spotlight on the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and its approach to protecting the public from drug risks that had not been identified before FDA-approval allowed the drugs on the market.

Two regulatory frameworks exist for the review of prescription drugs. First, in the premarket approval process, FDA reviews the safety and effectiveness of new drugs that manufacturers wish to market in the United States. A large part of this review is FDA’s examining the manufacturer-provided data from clinical testing—studies in which humans take the investigational new drug in carefully controlled, and usually randomized, trials—from progressively larger Phase I, II, and III trials.

Second, after a manufacturer has sufficiently demonstrated a drug’s safety and effectiveness for a defined population and specified conditions, and the drug is FDA-approved, FDA acts through its postmarket regulatory procedures. Manufacturers must report all serious and unexpected adverse reactions to FDA and clinicians and patients may do so.

The law gives FDA authority to take limited action if it finds a drug’s post-approval use presents an increased risk of an adverse event. However, many suggest that not only does FDA need a broader range of enforcement tools, but that FDA also is not taking full advantage of the authority it does have.

While critics of FDA differ in their assessment of what is wrong with FDA’s approach to postmarket safety activities, there is broad agreement that it needs significant change. Discussion of the problems and possible solutions revolves around six areas: FDA organization, FDA budget, role of industry, opportunities to use the drug approval process to enhance postmarket activities, insufficient postmarket information, and lack of public access to available data. Some of the proposed changes lie within the power of FDA to implement. Others would require congressional action.

This report examines various options for strengthening FDA’s ability to protect the public. It will be updated from time to time to reflect legislative action by Congress.
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Introduction

A little over two years ago, the Senate Finance Committee convened to hear testimony sparked by concern over the popular Merck anti-inflammatory drug Vioxx. A few weeks before, Merck had notified the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) that it was withdrawing Vioxx from the market in response to recent study results indicating an increased risk of heart attacks and sudden cardiac deaths among the millions of patients who had been using Vioxx since its introduction in 1999. Senators wanted to find out what had gone wrong and what could be done to prevent it from happening again.

This was not the first time that this Congress had reacted to news about dangers posed by drugs that had already reached the market. Earlier that year, the House Committee on Energy and Commerce’s Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations had held hearings because of controversy over the safety of antidepressants when prescribed to children. In both cases, Members were worried that neither the public nor FDA were sufficiently informed by manufacturers—or, in the case of FDA, sufficiently forthcoming—about risks occurring after the drugs had been first approved.

At the Finance Committee hearing, David Graham, Associate Director for Science and Medicine in FDA’s Office of Drug Safety, was asked whether these concerns were warranted in the case of Vioxx. He stated, “I would argue that the FDA, as currently configured, is incapable of protecting America against another Vioxx. We are virtually defenseless.”1 Pressed to name other marketed drugs he thought troublesome, Graham named five.2

The February 2005 meeting of two FDA advisory committees—coming three months after Dr. Graham’s testimony to the Senate Finance Committee and five months after Merck withdrew Vioxx from the market—also drew intense public attention.3 After weighing the evidence on the safety and risk-to-benefit of Vioxx and similar drugs, the committees unanimously asserted that the three COX-2 inhibitors then holding FDA approval for sale in the United States—Vioxx, Celebrex, and Bextra—do increase the risk of heart attack and stroke. Illustrating the complexity of decisions that FDA faces, a majority of the committee members, noting that the benefits of the drugs outweigh the risks for certain groups of people, therefore, recommended to FDA that the agency permit the sale of these drugs—with, however, several severe limitations on advertising


2 Marc Kaufman, “FDA Officer Suggests Strict Curbs on Five Drugs; Makers Dispute Claims About Health Risks,” Washington Post, Nov. 19, 2004, p. A1. The five drugs named were Accutane (to treat acne), Bextra (a COX-2 inhibitor used to treat pain), Crestor (a statin used to lower cholesterol), Meridia (for weight loss), and Serevent (to treat asthma).

3 Concerns about postmarket safety involve many drugs. The Vioxx situation, however, has uniquely sparked congressional and public attention because of the sheer numbers of prescriptions filled—93 million by some estimates. Dr. Graham’s analysis led him to see a “7-fold increase in heart attack risk” resulting in, he calculated, between 88,000 and 139,000 Americans who suffered heart attack or stroke from the drug. In addition, there have been a wide variety of recent books, editorials, and polls on industry and FDA responsibilities for action that, offering criticisms similar to those Graham made in November.
and strong warnings in consumer and clinician labeling about cardiovascular risk that is likely associated with dose and duration of use.  

The furor surrounding Dr. Graham’s testimony reawakened interest in a variety of regulatory issues that have surfaced periodically ever since the storm of protest over “filthy, decomposed or putrid” food and “worthless” medicines resulted in FDA’s creation during Theodore Roosevelt’s presidency.  

Concerns about regulatory agencies’ abilities to protect the public are not unique to FDA or public health. The life-and-death issues of medicine, however, strike most closely to home for many Americans. There has not been a decade since FDA’s creation without a highly publicized incident involving drug safety that has led to legislation expanding and strengthening FDA’s authority to protect the public. Examples include the scores of children killed by an untested antibiotic (elixir of sulfanilamide) marketed by a company in Tennessee in 1937; the mistakes at a plant manufacturing polio vaccine in 1954 that actually caused 260 cases of polio and 11 deaths; and, in 1962, thalidomide, the sleeping pill that eventually resulted in the birth of at least 8,000 severely deformed babies and thousands of prenatal deaths, mostly in Europe.  

Today, as the 110th Congress prepares to consider a variety of health issues, Members still share concerns over drug safety and efficacy. The agency most responsible for such issues is the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). In FY2006, FDA operated on a budget of $1.88 billion ($1.49 billion in appropriated funds and $382 million from user fees), more than $6 per U.S. citizen. With that money, FDA was expected to oversee about $1 trillion of goods, which make up about one-quarter of all U.S. consumer spending.  

Congressional funding for FDA has increased at about half the rate as that of industry user fees, established by Congress as a way to defray the costs of hiring additional agency personnel so that drug approval review could be quicker. Even though the user fees account for somewhat less than 20% of the FDA total, they made up 59% of FDA’s Center for Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER) FY2006 budget.  

Two regulatory frameworks exist for the review of prescription drugs. First, FDA reviews the safety and effectiveness of new drugs that manufacturers wish to market in the United States; this process is called premarket approval or preapproval review. Once a drug has passed that

threshold and is FDA-approved, FDA acts through its postmarket or post-approval regulatory procedures.

This report examines issues related to drug safety, specifically in the context of the regulatory process that Congress and the FDA have established for ensuring that drugs are safe and effective. It includes a primer on drug approval: how drugs are approved and come to market, including FDA’s role in that process. It also describes FDA and industry roles once drugs are on the pharmacy shelves, the postmarket (also called the post-approval) period. The report then moves on to a discussion of the problems in identifying and resolving the postmarketing safety and effectiveness issues that are raised most frequently in the debate. Finally, it outlines actions that a variety of analysts have suggested to improve the situation, both ones that FDA could adopt on its own and others for which legislation would be necessary.

**FDA Approval of New Drugs**

**Legislative History**

Derived from the Dutch word meaning to boast (quacken), “quack” was the word Americans commonly used to describe charlatans in medicine. Quacks peddled adulterated and mislabeled medicines throughout the United States without penalty, until 1906, when Congress passed the Food and Drugs Act, outlawing the practice. It was the first in a series of laws intended to assure Americans that the medicines they used did no harm and actually worked—that they are, in other words, safe and effective.

Over the next half-century, Congress passed two major pieces of legislation expanding FDA authority in pursuit of those goals. It passed the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FFDCA) in 1938, requiring that drugs be proven safe before they could be sold in interstate commerce. Then, in 1962, in the wake of the thalidomide tragedy, Congress amended the law to require that drugmakers prove the effectiveness of their products as well.

The process has not remained the same since 1962. The 1983 Orphan Drug Act began a series of additional laws passed by Congress in recent decades to boost pharmaceutical research and development, speed the approval of new medicines, or, in some cases, both. The Orphan Drug Act provided incentives for pharmaceutical manufacturers to develop drugs, biotechnology products, and medical devices for the treatment of rare diseases and conditions. Other laws include the 1984 Hatch-Waxman Act, the landmark compromise balancing greater patent protection of manufacturers with quicker public access to lower-priced generic drugs; the 1992 Prescription Drug User Fee Act (PDUFA), which ushered in user fees and performance goals for faster drug approvals; and the 1997 FDA Modernization Act (FDAMA), which relaxed clinical testing requirements, eased access to experimental therapies, and awarded drugmakers six more months of marketing protection for testing drugs in pediatric patients. The 107th Congress reauthorized the FDAMA pediatric testing provision within the 2002 Best Pharmaceuticals for Children Act.

---

and extended the drug user fee law for five more years under the Public Health Security and Bioterrorism Preparedness and Response Act.\textsuperscript{12}

All six pieces of legislation inform the U.S. drug approval process, which is supervised by FDA in accordance with the laws from 1938 and 1962. In the following section, we describe the drug approval process as it functions now.

**The Current System**

A drug cannot be marketed in the United States without FDA approval, for which the manufacturer must demonstrate the drug’s safety and effectiveness to FDA’s satisfaction, see its manufacturing plant pass FDA inspection, and obtain FDA approval for the drug’s labeling—a term that includes all written and electronic material about the drug, including packaging, prescribing information for physicians, and patient brochures.\textsuperscript{13} There are four steps leading to FDA approval of a drug for marketing in the United States:

**Investigational New Drug (IND) Application**

Before testing in humans—referred to as clinical testing—the drug’s sponsor (usually its manufacturer) must file an IND application with FDA. It includes information about the proposed study protocol, completed animal test data, the lead investigator’s qualifications, and the written approval of an Institutional Review Board based on its determination that the study participants will be made aware of the drug’s investigational status and that any risk of harm will be necessary, explained, and minimized. The manufacturer will meet with FDA to discuss whether the clinical study design has sufficient statistical power to enable the manufacturer to draw valid estimates of the safety and effectiveness of the drug.\textsuperscript{14} The application must include an Indication for Use section that describes what the drug does and the clinical condition and population for which drug use is intended. Trial subjects should be representative of those who would receive the drug if it is approved. The FDA has 30 days to review an IND. If there is no objection, a manufacturer may begin clinical testing after that time.


\textsuperscript{13} Labeling has become the focal point for much of the controversy involving safety and effectiveness. Some contend that changes in prescribing information are not enough to protect the public’s health because, as recent questions from consumers and Members of Congress demonstrate, the labeling language, clear to those in the drug approval business, can confuse lay readers. For example, “Effectiveness in children has not been demonstrated” represents a different state of knowledge than “Studies in children have not demonstrated effectiveness.” In the second sentence, we learn that researchers have looked to see whether it was effective and were unable to find that evidence—although, the drug still could be effective in children but the study design or analysis did not see that. The first sentence, however, does not make clear whether any study had been done. In January 2006, FDA issued a final rule, final guidance, and supporting documents to overhaul the labeling requirements for prescription drugs; see the FDA News release for links to various documents, at http://www.fda.gov/bbs/topics/NEWS/2005/NEW01272.html.

\textsuperscript{14} A trial result may be considered positive if it demonstrates that the new drug has a statistically significant benefit over a placebo or comparative drug. Accordingly, a result could be called negative if, despite sufficient statistical power to demonstrate that the new drug offers a benefit over placebo or comparative drug, the trial does not show a benefit. A trial with insufficient statistical power to draw a conclusion regarding effectiveness, most often due to inadequate sample size, that does not find an association is considered inconclusive.
Clinical Trials

With IND status, researchers proceed to test in a small number of human volunteers the safety they had demonstrated in animals. These trials, called Phase I clinical trials, “try to determine dosing, document how a drug is metabolized and excreted, and identify acute side effects.” If the product still seems viable, the sponsor continues with Phase II and Phase III trials to gather evidence of the drug’s efficacy and effectiveness in larger groups of individuals with the particular characteristic, condition, or disease of interest, while continuing to monitor safety.15

New Drug Application (NDA)

Once the clinical trials are completed, the sponsor submits an NDA to FDA’s Center for Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER), containing not only the clinical trial results, but also information about the manufacturing process and facilities, including quality control and assurance procedures. During the review, CDER officials evaluate the drug’s safety and effectiveness data, analyze samples, inspect the facilities where the finished product will be made, and check the proposed labeling for accuracy.

FDA Review

The Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act requires “substantial evidence” of drug safety and effectiveness.16 FDA has interpreted this to mean that the manufacturer must provide at least two adequate and well-controlled Phase 3 clinical studies, each providing convincing evidence of effectiveness. The agency, however, exercises flexibility.17 As its regulations describe in detail, FDA can assess safety and effectiveness in a variety of ways, relying on combinations of studies by the manufacturer and reports of other studies in the medical literature.18

FDA has 180 days to review an NDA. If it finds deficiencies, such as missing information, the clock stops until the manufacturer submits the additional information. If the manufacturer cannot respond to FDA’s request (i.e., if a required study had not been done, making it impossible to evaluate safety or effectiveness), the manufacturer may voluntarily withdraw the application. If and when the manufacturer is able to provide the information, the clock resumes and FDA continues the review.

---

15 Safety tests, often referred to as toxicity testing, seek to determine the highest tolerable dose or the optimal dose of the drug needed to achieve the desired benefit. Studies that look at safety also seek to identify any potential adverse effects that may result from exposure to the drug. Efficacy refers to whether a drug demonstrates a health benefit over a placebo or other intervention when tested in an ideal situation, such as a tightly controlled clinical trial. Effectiveness describes how the drug works in a real-world situation. Effectiveness is often lower than efficacy because of interactions with other medications or health conditions of the patient, sufficient dose or duration of use not prescribed by the physician or followed by the patient, or use for a off-label condition that had not been tested. Also, see Carol Rados, “Inside Clinical Trials: Testing Medical Products in People,” FDA Consumer, Sept.-Oct. 2003, at http://www.fda.gov/fdac/features/2003/503_trial.html; and CRS Report RL32478, Genetic Testing: Scientific Background and Nondiscrimination Legislation, by Michele Schoonmaker and Erin Williams.

16 FFDCA (P.L. 75-717, 1938), Section 505(d).


18 The requirements for adequate and well-controlled studies are given in 21 C.F.R. § 314.126.
For many NDAs, FDA convenes advisory panels of experts to review the clinical data. While not bound by an advisory panel’s recommendation regarding approval, FDA usually accepts it. FDA makes the final determination: “approved,” “approvable” (if certain changes, such as more testing, are made), or “unapprovable.” FDA can reject an NDA on two grounds: if the manufacturer failed to perform adequate tests to demonstrate safety and effectiveness for its proposed use, or if the clinical data were not sufficient to show a favorable benefit-to-risk profile. A manufacturer may appeal FDA’s decision by filing a complaint with CDER’s Ombudsman.

Finally, once a drug is marketed, its manufacturer and FDA monitor its overall safety using MedWatch, the agency’s postmarketing surveillance system (described later in this report); any Phase IV clinical trials that FDA required as a condition of approval or for which the sponsor otherwise agreed with FDA and committed to undertake; and any other valid information that FDA has learned.

Funding of the Approval Process

FDA funds its new drug approval reviews with appropriations provided by Congress and fees paid by industry. The current funding arrangement grew out of the long-standing tensions between FDA and both industry and consumer groups over how long the FDA reviews took.

In 1993, median review time for priority drugs was 16.3 months, a figure FDA acknowledged could be lower with more FDA staff. The pressure for quicker approvals came from two directions. First, manufacturers wanted it. Because the 20-year patent protection begins with NDA submission, manufacturers see the time from NDA submission to FDA approval decision as lost income. The Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America (PhRMA) argues that because of the long approval process and the Hatch-Waxman Act, encouraging generics, “the average effective patent life for prescription medicines ... is 11-12 years, compared to an average of 18.5 years for other products.” Meanwhile, consumer groups also wanted quicker approvals to speed their access to promising drugs.

Congress reacted by looking for legislative ways to speed up the drug review process without lowering approval standards, especially those whose weakening might compromise patient safety. In 1992, it passed the Prescription Drug User Fee Act (PDUFA) and five years later, in 1997, the Food and Drug Administration Modernization Act (FDAMA). These laws created a system in which congressional appropriations only partially fund new drug review; those monies are supplemented with “user fees” paid by pharmaceutical companies. A third of the user fee money comes from an application fee; the remaining two-thirds is unlinked to the application process, based instead on the type of manufacturing facility and product submitted for review. User fees are paid at the start of the fiscal year. Following the introduction of user fees, FDA quickly reduced its median approval time for priority new drugs from the 16.3 months of 1993. By 1995,
it had fallen by half, where it generally remained until 2002 when it jumped to 13.8 months, coming down to 7.7 months in 2003. Beginning with its data for 2004, FDA includes Biologics License Application (BLA) approvals along with New Drug Applications (NDAs); for 2004, the median approval time was six months.\textsuperscript{22} FDA has established, and maintains, detailed records tracking its use of PDUFA fees.

**FDA Postmarket Regulation of Approved Drugs**

We now turn to a discussion of FDA's role after a drug appears on the market. First, we describe the current system. Then we present what critics have identified as problems—and the solutions they propose.

**Legislative History**

The Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act gives the Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS) the authority to withdraw marketing approval of a drug.\textsuperscript{23} FDA-issued regulations regarding new drug approval require postmarketing reports of adverse drug experiences and of other information produced or acquired by the sponsor.\textsuperscript{24}

**The Current System**

Offices throughout FDA, mostly in the Center for Drug Evaluation and Research, address the safety of the drug supply. These include the Office of Surveillance and Epidemiology (OSE, formerly the Office of Drug Safety); as well as the Office of Regulatory Affairs; the Division of Drug Marketing, Advertising and Communications; the Division of Drug Information; and the Division of Compliance Risk Management and Surveillance.

**Office of Drug Safety (Office of Surveillance and Epidemiology)**

The webpage of FDA's Office of Drug Safety (ODS)\textsuperscript{25} describes its duties to include using reports of adverse events that consumers, clinicians, or manufacturers believe might be drug-related to “identify drug safety concerns and recommend actions to improve product safety and protect the public health. Activities include updating drug labeling, providing more information to the community, implementing or revising a risk management program, and, on rare occasions, reevaluating approval or marketing decisions.”\textsuperscript{26}


\textsuperscript{24} At 21 C.F.R. § 314. Applications for FDA approval to market a new drug. See, in particular: Section 314.80. Postmarketing reporting of adverse drug experiences; Section 314.81. Other postmarketing reports; Section 314.150. Withdrawal of approval of an application or abbreviated application; Section 314.200. Notice of opportunity for hearing; notice of participation and request for hearing; grant or denial of hearing; and Section 314.126. Adequate and well-controlled studies.

\textsuperscript{25} Despite the office’s name change, the FDA website continues to post pages referring to the “Office of Drug Safety.”

\textsuperscript{26} FDA, “Organizational Components: Office of Drug Safety,” CDER, at http://www.fda.gov/cder/Offices/ODS/ (continued...)
OSE has three divisions. The staff in the Division of Drug Risk Evaluation works to detect and evaluate safety data and published literature, and assesses manufacturer-provided plans for epidemiologic studies and surveillance tools. The Division of Medication Errors and Technical Support assesses specific drug labeling questions. The Division of Surveillance, Research, and Communication Support manages risk communication activities that include research and patient materials, and MedWatch and other epidemiologic data resources.27

**Safety Functions Outside the Office of Drug Safety**

Other significant drug safety functions reside outside the Office of Drug Safety. These include risk management plans, routine inspection of manufacturing facilities, regulation of imported prescription drugs, and product recalls and withdrawals. A Drug Safety and Risk Management Advisory Committee was established in 2002.

In November 2004, in a move widely considered to be in response to the heightened criticism of the agency’s handling of possible dangers of COX-2 inhibitors and antidepressants, FDA announced actions “to strengthen the safety program for marketed drugs.”28 These included plans to sponsor an Institute of Medicine (IOM) study of the drug safety system; implement a program for adjudicating differences of professional opinion; appoint a Director of the Office of Drug Safety; conduct drug safety/risk management consultations; and publish risk management guidances. These were followed by FDA’s May 2005 announcement of a new “Drug Safety Initiative.”29 New activities were to include more drug-specific information for healthcare professionals, patients, and other consumers: “Drug Watch,” a new program to publicly share emerging drug safety information;30 and a Drug Safety Oversight Board.

FDA’s *Manual of Policies and Procedures* states, “The DSB [Drug Safety Oversight Board] has been established to provide independent oversight and advice to the Center Director on the management of important drug safety issues and to manage the dissemination of certain safety information through FDA’s Web site to health care professionals and patients.”31 While generally supporting the FDA safety initiative goal of increasing safety decision oversight, including extending membership beyond FDA officials, critics noted that by limiting membership to federal government employees, FDA could exclude the public from board proceedings. Some members of FDA’s similarly named Drug Safety and Risk Management Advisory Committee also publicly criticized FDA’s approach to the DSB, saying its “name is misleading ...” and that FDA is “setting [itself] up for failure ... in this age of transparency.”32

(...continued)


For certain categories of new drug approvals (those applications approved under rules for accelerated approval, the animal efficacy rule, or the Pediatric Research Equity Act), the manufacturer and FDA negotiate timeframes and postmarket study requirements at the time of drug approval. Although not required for an application that falls outside of those categories, other postmarket study agreements between manufacturer and FDA can be set at the time of approval.33

Once FDA approves a drug, it monitors safety. Manufacturers must report all serious and unexpected adverse reactions within 15 days of becoming aware of them (21 C.F.R. § 310.305) to FDA’s Adverse Events Reporting System (AERS). Health professionals and patients may report adverse reactions to FDA’s MedWatch reporting system at any time.

FDA can approve a drug even when it still has questions about the drug’s longer-term effects; in such cases, FDA can require formal postmarket studies and summary reports as conditions of approval. These mechanisms of postmarket study are particularly important when it comes to identifying rare adverse events. Often, these become clear only after many people have taken the drug.

Some adverse events warrant regulatory actions such as labeling changes, letters to health professionals, or, once in a great while, a drug’s withdrawal from the market. The regulations require the company to make the label change as soon as there is reasonable evidence—not proof—of an association with serious hazard.34 The art and science of these judgments result, at times, in different decisions by different reviewers. A current example appeared on FDA’s website February 9, 2005, regarding Adderall, a stimulant medication used to treat attention deficit disorder. On the basis of data from U.S. reporting systems, Canadian authorities chose to stop sales, whereas U.S. authorities chose to alert the public yet not restrict sales at this time.35 One year later, however, the FDA Drug Safety and Risk Management Advisory Committee reviewed data that “suggested stimulants might increase the risks of strokes and serious arrhythmias in children and adults” and recommended that FDA “require manufacturers to provide written guides to patients and place prominent warnings on drug labels describing these risks....”36

(...continued)


34 21 C.F.R. § 201.57(e).


36 Gardiner Harris, “Warning Urged on Stimulants Like Ritalin,” New York Times, Feb. 10, 2006; and FDA, CDER, (continued...)
The effectiveness of labeling—and black-box warnings in particular—is a topic of debate. A recent study of physician compliance with the warnings found that when prescribing drugs with black-box warnings, doctors violated those warnings in 7% of prescriptions.37

FDA can institute label changes on the basis of information it gathers from mandatory industry reports to AERS and committed postmarket studies and from voluntary adverse event reports from clinicians and patients. When it believes data from original or published studies support a new use for a drug, a manufacturer itself can initiate a label change to support a new marketing claim. It submits to FDA the new data in a supplement to the original NDA, and requests that FDA allow it to modify the labeling.

Risk Management

FDA describes its approach to risk management as “an iterative process” that includes both risk assessment and risk minimization.38 Actions available to FDA include education and outreach (e.g., new professional labeling, patient-oriented labeling, public notices); guides to prescribing, dispensing, or use (e.g., informed consent, program enrollment, practitioner certification, special packaging or limited refills); restricted access (e.g., registration of physicians, pharmacists, or patients, and documentation of laboratory tests before dispensing); and suspension or termination of product marketing.39

The FDA Manual of Policies and Procedures notes that risk management includes the attempt to “minimize [a drug’s] risks while preserving its benefits.” The balance is not always clear. For example, FDA put in place a rigorous risk minimization plan for Accutane, a drug that treats a severe type of acne and carries with it a risk of birth defects and possible suicidal actions. Some clinicians object to what they feel are onerous prescribing requirements, saying that those requirements serve to deny the drug to individuals who need it.40 FDA allowed an exception, for example, for oncologists prescribing Accutane for cancer treatment.41

(...continued)


Enforcement Authority

At many recent congressional hearings, Members have asked FDA officials about the agency’s enforcement authority. The responses have not included the specificity for which the questioners were looking; this seems to be unclear territory, and FDA’s authority is limited. The law authorizes FDA to withdraw a drug’s approval. To get label changes and most other actions, FDA must couch its concerns as requests to the manufacturer. Another FDA webpage, The Enforcement Story: Fiscal Year 2003, presents the range of FDA-wide legal and other enforcement activities.42

Off-Label Use

The law prohibits a manufacturer from promoting or advertising a drug for any use not listed on the FDA-approved label: those claims for which FDA has reviewed safety and effectiveness evidence. However, the FFDCA does not give FDA authority to regulate the practice of medicine; that responsibility rests with the states and medical professional associations. Once a drug is approved, a licensed physician may—except in highly regulated circumstances—prescribe it without restriction. A prescription to an individual whose demographic or medical characteristics differ from those indicated in a drug’s FDA-approved labeling is called off-label use and is accepted medical practice.

Examples of off-label use: a drug that was tested in an eight-week trial may be prescribed for long-term use; if it was tested at one dose it may be used at higher or lower doses; one tested in adults may be prescribed to children; and a drug tested for the treatment of one disease may be prescribed in an attempt to prevent another. Using drugs in these new ways (for which researchers have not yet demonstrated safety and effectiveness) can create problems that premarket studies did not address. Off-label use also presents an evaluation problem to FDA safety reviewers. Manufacturers rarely design studies to establish the safety and effectiveness of their drugs in off-label uses, and individuals and groups wanting to conduct such studies face difficulties finding funding.

Funding of Post-Approval Activities

The FY2006 program level budget for drug safety was $32.5 million, up from $15.4 million in FY2002.43 The growth came primarily from the addition of PDUFA user fees beginning in FY2003. The 2002 amendments known as PDUFA III were the first to authorize the use of user fees for postmarket activities.44 The FY2007 request is $39.2 million. Staff full-time equivalent

---

42 In The Enforcement Story: Fiscal Year 2005, FDA describes agency actions including civil money penalties, disqualification of clinical investigators, prosecutions, seizures, injunctions, recalls, and warning letters, not all relating to postmarketed drugs (at http://www.fda.gov/ora/about/enf_story/intro.htm#_top, visited Nov. 30, 2006).
44 PDUFA III is the popular name for Subtitle A of Title V of the Public Health Security and Bioterrorism Preparedness and Response Act of 2002, P.L. 107-188. According to the FDA Budget and Evaluation Office, the Office of Drug Safety funding has been as follows: FY2002, $15.4 million (BA only); FY2003, $20.2 million total ($13.4 million BA, $6.6 million user fees); FY2004, $23.8 million total ($15.8 million BA, $8.0 million user fees); FY2005 estimate, $26.9 million total ($17.9 million BA, $9.0 million user fees); and FY2006 estimate, $33.4 million total ($22.9 million BA, $10.5 million user fees) (FPC Spreadsheets/ODS figures FY1996 to FY2005, dated Jan. 31, 2004). See FDA, “Prescription Drug User Fee Act: Adding Resources and Improving Performance in FDA Review of New Drug Applications,” (undated white paper, sometime after September 2004), at http://www.fda.gov/oc/pdufa/ (continued...)
(FTE) levels went from 77 in FY2002 to 109 in FY2005. The FY2006 budget request included an additional 20 FTEs, and the FY2007 would add another eight.

Safety and Effectiveness Issues and Options Once a Drug Is FDA-Approved


While these analysts are in broad agreement that FDA’s approach should be changed, they differ about what should be changed. The rest of this report is organized around the six areas where most analysts view the problems in postmarketing surveillance, study, and regulatory action.

Options listed in one section, however, might not be possible without those from other sections—especially “FDA Budget.”

Most difficult to categorize is the influence of industry. To make the discussion manageable, this report limits the options listed under Industry Role to those that would diminish what some analysts consider inappropriate industry behavior. The options aimed at increasing postmarket information, many of which involve expanding industry role, appear in the other procedure-defined sections.

That said, the six areas around which most recommendations revolve are:

- FDA organization
- FDA budget
- Role of industry
- Opportunities to use the drug approval process to enhance postmarket activities
- Insufficient postmarket information
- Lack of public access to available data

(continued)


Some of the proposed changes lie within FDA’s legislative authority to implement. Others would require congressional action. In Table 1, we provide a list of concerns, FDA options, and congressional options.

**FDA Organization**

Some critics have argued that FDA’s Office of Drug Safety (ODS) cannot be effective because it has so much less influence within CDER than the Office of New Drugs (OND) in regard to safety and effectiveness decisions.

In his November 2004 testimony, Dr. Graham put it this way:

> The organizational structure within CDER is entirely geared towards the review and approval of new drugs. The same group that approved the drug is also responsible for taking regulatory action against it postmarketing. This is an inherent conflict of interest. At the same time, the Office of Drug Safety has no regulatory power and must first convince the new drug reviewing division that a problem exists before anything ... can be done. Often, the new drug reviewing division is the single greatest obstacle to effectively protecting the public ... A close second in my opinion is an ODS management that sees its mission as pleasing the Office of New Drugs.

At the time of Dr. Graham’s testimony, the FDA organization chart for CDER showed ODS as one administrative level lower than OND. ODS was part of the Office of Pharmacoepidemiology and Statistical Science, which was parallel to OND, both reporting directly to the CDER director.48

Dr. Graham has not been alone in his belief. A 2002 HHS Inspector General-conducted survey of FDA scientists found that almost one-fifth of them sometimes felt pressured to ignore their safety reservations. A 2004 commentary in the British medical journal *The Lancet* raises a more general point. It asks whether bureaucratic or other constraints inhibit ODS from finding fault with a drug that its sibling office, OND, had approved for marketing as safe and effective.50

Critics have recommended actions to address ODS scientists’ feeling political pressure or being inhibited by a bureaucratic reluctance to restrict a drug that OND had earlier approved. Although some have suggested legislation to compel FDA to reorganize the agency, others suggest organizational solutions that FDA already has the authority to implement. They have also recommended other ways to increase ODS power relative OND, more staff, for example. While
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49 Marc Kaufman, “Many FDA Scientists Had Drug Concerns, 2002 Survey Shows,” *Washington Post*, Dec. 16, 2004, p. A1. HHS had not released those survey findings; they were obtained from FOIA material that public interest groups requested.
this certainly would be an organizational change, proponents point out that more staff would require a bigger budget. This option is discussed in the section titled “FDA Budget.”

Over the past two years, CDER has reorganized its drug safety activities. Two positions now report directly to the CDER Director: the new Director of the Office of Surveillance and Epidemiology (OSE) and the Associate Center Director for Safety Policy and Communication. Although a September 2006 FDA Fact Sheet states that OSE is the former ODS, responsibility for MedWatch moved to the office of the new Associate Center Director.51

FDA Options

_Put the Office of Drug Safety (now the Office of Surveillance and Epidemiology) and the Office of New Drugs under different supervisors_

Now, the Director of CDER is responsible for both. Some believe that FDA should continue with that structure because a drug’s risks cannot be assessed independently from its benefits. Others maintain that having the offices together may create pressure to keep CDER-approved drugs on the market. In November 2004, FDA asked the Institute of Medicine (IOM) of the National Academies to examine its post-approval safety program.52 The IOM Committee on the Assessment of the U. S. Drug Safety System issued its report in September 2006. Although the committee discussed separating ODS and OND, it did not include that action in its recommendations, which included others on the agency’s organization and culture.53

_Institute scientific dispute-resolution mechanisms_

Right now, when a scientist at FDA disagrees with the decisions of a supervisor, there is no mechanism for resolving that disagreement except by discussion between the two of them. This may silence reviewers who want to raise drug safety concerns. In November 2004, FDA announced a one-year pilot54 program for “Documenting Differing Professional Opinions and Dispute Resolution,”55 saying that this internal dispute-resolution process, under consideration during the preceding year, would use ad hoc panels outside the direct supervisory chain to adjudicate cases involving scientific disagreement among agency reviewers. According to the then acting director of the drug center, the intent is to formalize standard agency practices for resolving scientific disagreements.56 Critics, though, argue that keeping a dispute within FDA, no

54 A Feb. 2006 search of the FDA website did not reveal any 2005 activity of this pilot.
matter how the resolution is structured, makes scientific objectivity impossible because the judge is an interested party. For example, after someone requests a review through the CDER ombudsman, the decision to proceed still involves the CDER director.

Congressional Options

Move safety oversight to another federal agency

Supporters of this option compare such a move to the National Transportation Safety Board’s placement outside of the Department of Transportation, which separates it from the Federal Aviation Administration. Harvard Medical School professor Jerry Avorn suggests that assigning drug safety tasks to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, the National Institutes of Health, or a new unit in HHS could give safety reviewers the independence that he believes they need.57

Provide whistleblower protection

Dr. Graham’s testimony and subsequent reported agency actions to him have drawn attention to the fact that the protection given corporate whistleblowers does not extend to those in government. Congress may consider doing that in order to give scientists recourse when they feel improper pressure to disregard safety concerns.

FDA Budget

Two aspects of FDA’s budget for post-approval activities attract criticism. One is the overall program level designated for safety issues after drugs are on the market. The other is the presence of industry user fees, which can be perceived—by both FDA reviewers and industry—as an influence on safety judgments and FDA action.58 Total user fee contributions to FDA spending have increased at a quicker rate than the contributions from congressional appropriations, provoking further concern among those critics worried about undue industry influence.59

Congressional Options

Those who see budgetary solutions to postmarketing problems have offered solutions that are primarily legislative.

58 A similar consideration occurred around Medicare inspection funding. Proposals to require Medicare and Medicaid nursing homes to pay user fees for the inspections that would determine their compliance with law and regulations have never been enacted, in part, because of concern that inspectors might become too influenced by nursing home owners.
Revise (or repeal) PDUFA

Some critics maintain that FDA could keep the current structure intact, but, by reducing the industry contribution proportion, proportionally decrease industry influence. Others recommend using more of the user fees to support post-marketing safety activities. Still others, such as Marcia Angell, a former editor-in-chief of the *New England Journal of Medicine*, believe that no amount of industry support is acceptable, and that the public would be best served only when reviewers’ independence is rigorously maintained. They propose that Congress repeal PDUFA and increase FDA appropriations to cover (or exceed) current user fee levels.

Even with user fees, the FDA program level has decreased in buying power, FDA advocates explain, because routine inflation adjustments do not adequately cover increases in employee benefits or FDA’s costs of recruiting and retaining highly educated and skilled scientists. That, coupled with the additional tasks and responsibilities the Congress has required that FDA take on, presents problems that go beyond drug safety, affecting FDA’s food, biologics, and animal drug programs.

Increase FDA appropriations

Independent of any action regarding PDUFA, some analysts urge increases in congressional budget authority to FDA in general and the Office of Drug Safety in particular.

Develop alternative funding

Dr. Avorn points out that there actually are a wide variety of ways to conduct postmarket reviews other than by government. Some alternatives, all of which would require legislation to implement, include research by organizations such as HMOs, universities, or insurers. He suggests as possible ways to fund such reviews: a 10-cent fee per filled prescription; a user fee by payers on a per person-covered basis; or fees paid by manufacturers—although those studies would need to be managed independently.

Industry Role

In some ways, criticism of the pharmaceutical industry is the most complicated issue in this list. While the immensely profitable and widely resented industry has drawn sharp criticism, many of the specific criticisms of its role are passionately rebutted, not just by industry spokespeople but by academics, and with substantive arguments.

Many observers believe that FDA’s dependency on industry user fees has gradually worn away at the agency’s willingness to confront drug makers. They say that, more than a funding issue, the problems indicate what they have called a cultural issue. They contend that FDA, rather than exercising the respected scientific authority it has earned over the decades to combat corporations interested only in the bottom line, instead sees as its role to accommodate industry.

---

60 The FDA Alliance, presentation to the Congressional Research Service, Dec. 18, 2006.
Again, Dr. Graham’s testimony\textsuperscript{61} articulated this point, and, because he argues from within FDA, his remarks attracted wide attention.

The corporate culture within CDER is also a barrier to effectively protecting the American people. The culture is dominated by a world-view that believes only randomized clinical trials provide useful and actionable information and that postmarketing safety is an afterthought. This culture also views the pharmaceutical industry it is supposed to regulate as its client, over-values the benefits of the drugs it approves and seriously under-values, disregards and disrespects drug safety.

The criticism of industry traditionally coalesces around one argument: that in its zeal to market drugs, companies could overlook dangers that might be more evident to unbiased researchers. Thus, Hilts writes that in the case of thalidomide, the “marketing department, not the medical department, ran the ‘trial.’”\textsuperscript{62} Accounts of the Vioxx controversy, four decades later, indicate that some Merck scientists did argue for further study of the drug but were met with objections from marketing divisions.\textsuperscript{63}

Certainly, industry makes its influence felt in many ways. For example:

\textit{Data}. Information on which FDA approval is based comes from studies funded by the manufacturer. While industry argues that its sense of social responsibility and concerns about litigation keep reporting honest, critics have found that difficult to square with cases such as the one involving Vioxx, in which data indicating increased risk were available to the manufacturer four or five years before it withdrew the drug.

\textit{Funding}. User fees have been mentioned elsewhere in this report because they influence issues such as FDA organization and, of course, budget. But there are those who are primarily interested in it as an example of inappropriate industry role. User fees support new drug reviews. In 2005, industry paid FDA more than $269 million in PDUFA fees, almost all of it directed to new drug reviews by law. This influx of money also allows FDA to pay for staff conferences, travel, and training—but is limited primarily, some say, to new-drug reviewers.

\textit{Independent research}. Although this is changing, journals, conferences, and researchers themselves do not always clearly identify their funding sources. Researchers presumed to be independent often receive grants, vacations, status, patients, or fees from industry; this could give the appearance of compromised objectivity. At universities, traditionally perceived to be the bastion of unbiased research, industry funding has become so pervasive that former Harvard University president Derek Bok, pointing to research showing clinical trials supported by industry are “more ... favorable to sponsors” than independent research, has warned, “the dependence on corporate support has reached such a point that it will be difficult for medical schools to free themselves of industry influence.”\textsuperscript{64} Whether researchers are influenced by industry funding consciously, unconsciously, or not at all, the perception of influence on both premarket and post-approval research contributes to some people’s lack of trust in findings.

\textsuperscript{61} Graham, Nov. 18, 2004.
\textsuperscript{62} Hilts, 2003, p. 151.
Direct-to-consumer (DTC) advertising. The United States is one of only two countries in the world that allow pharmaceutical companies to advertise directly to consumers—the other is New Zealand. Industry argues this is a powerful tool for informing consumers about diseases and the treatments available for them. Industry critics agree that it is powerful tool—for misinforming consumers about the same issues.

These concerns regarding industry influence are listed elsewhere in this paper. The reason is that not everyone sees these problems in the same way. For example, is it the fault of industry for supporting a solution, such as user fees, that could compromise objectivity? Or does the fault lie with Congress for not appropriating enough money for safety—forcing, as one writer put it, “a marriage between the agency and industry years ago for the rich dowry that industry offered”?

Despite debate over detail, there seems to be widespread consensus that FDA needs to be objective about the industry it regulates. Suggestions for revamping the industry role to reduce postmarketing problems lie almost entirely within the legislative arena.

FDA and Administration Options

Maintain stable FDA leadership

During the hearings and activities in 2004 and 2005, FDA had an acting commissioner and acting directors of the Center for Drug Development and Evaluation and its Office of Drug Safety. Acting officials throughout government tend to act with caution, in part because they are not perceived (even by themselves) as having the political backing to stand up to industry, researcher, and consumer pressure. Over the following few months, the President nominated—and the Senate confirmed—then Acting Commissioner Lester Crawford as commissioner. FDA also made permanent appointments to the CDER and ODS director positions. However, when the new commissioner abruptly resigned in September 2005, Andrew von Eschenbach, who then headed the National Cancer Institute at NIH, stepped in as the new acting commissioner.


66 Harris, Dec. 6, 2004.


Congressional Options

Reassign conduct of premarket studies away from manufacturer to government

Dr. Angell believes that marketing considerations unduly influence even premarket studies. She argues that government—whether FDA or NIH—should control the clinical trials designed to test safety and effectiveness. One potential drawback of this proposal is the cost. According to PhRMA, its member companies spent $38.8 billion in research and development in 2005, an expense Congress might find difficult to fund. Some observers have proposed assessing industry for those costs but legislating ways to eliminate industry influence in how the funds are spent.

Diminish marketing role in study design

As the Vioxx story makes clear, marketing is where pharmaceutical employees have the sharpest conflict of interest when it comes to scientific decisions. With 93 million Vioxx prescriptions having been written since its approval in 1999, with worldwide sales in 2003 of about $2.5 billion, it is not surprising that, in the gray area where research is not crystal-clear, marketers will clamor for more proof of safety or effectiveness concerns. More available funding for independent research could mitigate the pressure that marketing considerations place on research decisions.

Create transparency in funding of academic research

Congress could mandate full and open disclosure of industry contributions to premarket and post-approval research in the same way it has mandated the disclosure of campaign contributions.

Reduce conflicts of interest in consumer and physician education

An essential ingredient in industry marketing efforts is its use of sales representatives, conferences, and direct advertising. Pharmaceutical companies argue that such efforts play a constructive role in educating consumers and doctors.

Suggestions for limiting direct-to-consumer (DTC) advertising range from the minor to an outright ban of it. Industry promotion to physicians, too, is the focus of critics. Some, such as Dr. Angell, say that these provide little health benefit and those could be accomplished in other ways. She argues that the majority of Phase IV clinical trials are manufacturers’ marketing opportunities to introduce products to clinicians and the public. Some have proposed banning or limiting such practices as industry sponsoring of conferences, gifts, and other practices that many see as compromising objectivity; alternatively, sponsors could announce their support publicly and physicians could declare receipt of the benefit. In particular, some recommend that members of the advisory committees that review data and make recommendations to FDA should not receive financial or other benefit from pharmaceutical companies.

The members of the FDA advisory committees that met in February 2005 regarding Vioxx, Celebrex, and Bextra addressed consumer and physician advertising. They discussed a range of approaches, including a complete ban on DTC advertising, something FDA officials said was beyond their authority. The committees also suggested various ways to restrict DTC ads, some of them severe. One proposal, for example, would require government-produced alternative ads focused on a drug’s risks.71

**Maintain tort claim option**

Former Secretary of Labor Reich readily acknowledges that both regulation and torts “can function far better than they do now.” However, he went on to point out that when FDA is weak, “the tort liability system is our only real defense against corporate negligence.”72 At a time when Congress is exploring tort reform, it may consider what such action could do to influence industry behavior when it comes to keeping drugs safe and effective.

**Opportunities to Use the Drug Approval Process to Enhance Postmarket Activities**

Aside from whether FDA is wholly independent, there is broad agreement among those who have looked closely at FDA’s process for drug approval that a number of specific changes in the evaluation process could make FDA more likely to anticipate, identify, and handle problems in ensuring the safety and effectiveness of drugs. FDA has the power now to implement many of these changes. Congress may choose to act, however, if it appears that FDA is declining to act.

Is it possible to identify more problems during Phase III trials before a drug goes to market? Not without slowing the process down. Premarket trials assess the safety and effectiveness of a drug when it is used for a specific purpose in a specifically defined group of people. But some problems may occur in one user out of a hundred thousand. Only when millions of people are using that drug can such an effect become apparent. But that is not to say there can be no changes in process for approving new drugs. Some problems, pointed to by a wide range of critics, include the following:

*Inability to attach strings to new drug approval.* Some critics think that FDA assesses safety disproportionately at the approval stage by providing close to a one-time, all-or-nothing, approval. This severely restricts FDA’s ability to act once a drug is on the market. Companies are under no obligation to continue research for safety and effectiveness—even though some kinds of dangers take years to spot.

*Inability to enforce postmarket research deadlines.* Critics note that manufacturers do not always complete the postmarket studies the law requires in certain approval categories or to which a manufacturer has otherwise agreed. FDA reports industry-committed study status annually in the Federal Register,73 but many feel that not only does FDA not have adequate authority to compel

---


72 Reich, Jan. 9, 2005.

compliance, it does not sufficiently follow through with the tools it does have to enforce those commitments.

**Inability to stimulate comparative effectiveness analysis.** For premarket approval, current law requires evidence of effectiveness and safety only in comparison to a placebo treatment. Because most new drugs offer only incremental changes to older products, a comparison to placebo is not particularly relevant. Observers argue that consumers and physicians need to know—from unbiased sources—whether the new drug is better than others on the market. The Vioxx controversy brought into sharp relief the potential value of comparing one drug against other drugs used to treat the same illness. Even if Vioxx had proven to be perfectly safe, consumers and physicians would have wanted to know whether it was safer or more effective than ibuprofen. And was it safer for everyone or just the tiny number of people for whom nonsteriodal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) produce gastric distress?

**Inability to approximate anticipated circumstances of use.** FDA accepts as evidence of safety and effectiveness data from trials that do not include what some critics see as a reasonable range of patient, disease, and care characteristics. That is, clinical trials often limit study to people without problems other than the one being studied. The initial trials of COX-2 inhibitors, such as Vioxx, therefore, excluded patients likely to have heart attacks or strokes. Yet, once the drugs went on the market, such patients became COX-2 users—as one might expect of a drug prescribed for arthritis because both arthritis and increased cardiovascular risk are associated with getting older. Excluding groups from clinical trials is a well-established approach to drug research. If it is reasonable to expect that those groups not represented in the trials will buy the drug, however, it is argued that there must be alternative ways to make sure the drug is safe for them.

**Reluctance to set limits on the use of approved drugs.** Right now, except in a very few circumstances outlined in FDA regulations, physicians can use any approved drug for any illness they deem appropriate. Such off-label use has been particularly controversial recently in the issue of antidepressants and children. An FDA Task Force noted that “once medical products are on the market, however, ensuring safety is principally the responsibility of healthcare providers and patients, who make risk decisions on an individual, rather than a population, basis.” No one recommends banning off-label use because it can offer relief not otherwise available, and can identify a use that can later be tested. Some urge that mechanisms be set up to monitor it.

**Congressional Options**

Drug approval requirements are set in law. So most options to change the process would require legislation.

(...continued)


Institute a two-phase approval process that includes mandatory reevaluation

Abandoning the all-or-nothing approach means that FDA could re-evaluate safety using postmarket data concerning prescribing patterns, use patterns, adverse events, and effectiveness, for example. One approach could be to routinely set license-renewal dates. Ongoing review authority would be consistent with FDA’s broader mission, supported by the FFDCA and related regulations, to protect the public from unsafe and ineffective drugs.

Require specific postmarket surveillance and study commitments for initial approval

FDA has the authority now. With increased resources, FDA could gather data and analyses to justify additional requests, set due dates, and strengthen its enforcement. Congress could also give FDA the authority to assess and enforce penalties for noncompliance. As a condition of approval, FDA could require the postmarket continuation of preapproval clinical trials to assess, for example, the ramifications of long-term use or latent safety risks that may become evident years after use. FDA could require rigorous postmarket trials of whatever off-label uses become evident.

Require comparative effectiveness trial commitments for initial approval

These trials would assess the comparative safety and effectiveness of a new drug relative to other available drugs and treatments for the condition.

Require commitment to study likely users not considered in preapproval trials

FDA approval could require future studies that would be designed to test safety and effectiveness across the range of people to whom and conditions for which physicians will prescribe the drug.

Restrict use of newly approved drugs when first on the market

There are a few critics who argue for banning all off-label prescribing. More common are those who recommend limiting it and rigorously monitoring it.

So far, this report has looked at problems that become apparent in the postmarket period that may have been avoided by actions in the preapproval process. But whatever the limitations of the premarket review and approval procedure, it produces useful and peer-scrutinized data and analysis. The focus of postmarket data collection and analysis dramatically shifts, with changed incentives and statutory and regulatory requirements for both the manufacturer and the FDA. Critics and even some supporters of the system find that postmarket information on the safety and effectiveness of FDA-approved drugs is insufficient to support the kinds of decisions clinicians and patients need to make.

The following discussion divides these problems into two groups:

- insufficient postmarket information, and
- lack of access to existing information.
Insufficient Postmarket Information

Analysts of the current FDA system point out that it is one of passive surveillance. Rather than reaching out to identify problems, FDA waits for consumers and physicians to voluntarily report concerns with drugs; manufacturers are required to pass on to FDA the reports they receive. Such reports are valuable aids to researchers looking for potential risks. FDA’s Adverse Events Reporting System (AERS) received 464,068 reports in 2005, about 25,000 as MedWatch reports from individuals and the rest from manufacturers.76

What are the limitations of a passive approach? A 2000 study by the General Accounting Office (GAO, renamed the Government Accountability Office in 2004) estimated that FDA receives reports on no more than 10% of all adverse drug events. The picture painted by the data, therefore, is “fragmentary and inconsistent.”77 First, in relying on anecdotal evidence, it provides an incomplete and distorted picture of actual problems. Second, the system relies on a physician or consumer making the connection between an adverse event with a drug. Physicians are much more likely to report rare conditions that follow drug use than more common conditions that could be expected in an older user even without the drug. So, liver failure and anaphylactic shock get reported, but fatigue and heart attacks do not.

There are other reasons that voluntary reports do not present a balanced picture. A 63-year-old, weekend tennis player taking a COX-2 inhibitor for knee pain may not even consider reporting a heart attack as a drug reaction. Meanwhile, consumers and physicians report many events that occur immediately after a drug’s use that may have nothing to do with that drug. Furthermore, the system relies on physicians or consumers actually following through and reporting their concerns that adverse events are related to the drug.

Finally, data from surveillance reports do not include sufficient information about the medical, behavioral, and sociodemographic characteristics of the patient. Scientists analyzing the data need that information to clarify what appear to be associations between drugs and events. MedWatch provides a count of events but does not provide the total number of people taking the drug. MedWatch may get 100 reports of adverse events. But, are 1000 people taking the drug or a million? Without the denominator, a cluster of events reported to a system such as MedWatch serves only as a red flag to prompt further investigation.

There is a second, more aggressive way to find drug effects after a drug is on the market. Researchers can design studies to address a suspected association of a drug and an adverse event by trying to hold constant other characteristics of the illness and the patient. Researchers also can design studies to test hypotheses suggested by a drug’s mechanism of action, or based on findings concerning other drugs in its class. They may also measure a drug’s safety and effectiveness for known off-label uses; and can comply with commitments made as part of the drug approval process.

Postmarket effort to identify safety and effectiveness problems requires a two-pronged approach: first, an accurate assessment of what is happening to patients—the warning signs that something

may be wrong; and, second, carefully designed, rigorously impartial research to see what is wrong.

FDA Options

Reassess criteria qualifying as a “signal”

Whatever the surveillance mechanism, FDA could reassess the criteria it uses to decide that the surveillance data indicate a problem—called a signal—and then could clarify what steps it could take.

The next two postmarket activities also appear among preapproval options. There, the issue is commitment to do the studies. Here, in the postmarket options section, the issue is actually doing them.

Periodically assess the range of off-label use

FDA could actively collect prescribing or pharmacy data, by characteristics of patient and medical reason for prescribing.

Design and conduct rigorous studies, including clinical trials, to test the safety and effectiveness of drugs as used off-label

FDA and the manufacturer could design studies based on anticipation of likely off-label use and postmarket data on actual off-label use.

Use administrative, financial, and clinical databases

FDA could develop data collection and analysis procedures that validly capture necessary information. In doing so, FDA would need to establish privacy and confidentiality mechanisms that allow patient-level linkages among diagnostic, sociodemographic, treatment, coverage, and outcome data. Other approaches might include the use of automated databases and targeted medical record reviews or patient interviews when necessary.

The President’s budget submission for FY2007 describes database activities in its justification of drug safety spending. Planned projects include enhancing data integration with the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) to allow FDA access, for example, to CMS-population drug safety information. Other data-access goals, including linked analyses, involve other federal agencies, insurers, hospital systems, and pharmacy benefit managers.78

Congressional Options

Mandate more active surveillance

Some critics urge a drug surveillance system similar to FoodNet, which aggressively seeks food poisoning reports from doctors and laboratories in nine states across the country. Others urge what GAO calls a “proactive examination of a random sample of patient records.”

Who would fund this system, and how? It is a question that applies to many of the solutions presented in this paper. There are not an infinite series of choices: increased federal appropriations and industry-generated funds—with restrictions on industry influence—are those mentioned most often by public health analysts.

Authorize FDA to require postmarket studies of situations that had not been anticipated at the time of approval

Right now, FDA can only request studies, using an implied or stated threat to withdraw a drug from the market. Congress could authorize FDA to require studies, avoiding the current gamesmanship and asserting FDA's role. There is another approach: Congress could give FDA authority to take specific enforcement steps other than the current all-or-nothing threat of revoking approval and, therefore, halting U.S. sales.

Require comparative effectiveness studies

The clinical trials that manufacturers field to support applications to FDA usually compare outcomes in two groups: people with the disease who are given the new drug and people with the disease who are given a placebo. What this approach does not provide, though, is any comparison of the new drug with other available treatments. A clinician who is deciding whether to prescribe drug A wants to know more than whether drug A is better than nothing; the clinician also wants to know whether drug A is better—more effective or safer—than drug B.

In part because FDA does not require comparative effectiveness studies, manufacturers rarely mount them. And in part because comparative effectiveness studies are expensive, neither do other researchers.

Congress has included some comparative effectiveness study provisions in bills that recently have become law. The 2003 Medicare Modernization Act directed the HHS Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) to “conduct and support research” dealing with “the outcomes, comparative clinical effectiveness, and appropriateness of health care items and services (including prescription drugs)...” and authorized the appropriations to do so. AHRQ’s FY2007 budget request refers to “the $15 million in continued support related to Section 1013 ... [that] has

79 In comparing the effectiveness of two or more treatments in reaching a desired outcome, these studies generally do not consider financial cost. Other studies may examine the cost of the treatments as faced by, for example, the patient, the insurer, or the provider; and still others may attempt to weigh the financial and health values of alternative treatments.

80 Section 1013, P.L. 108-173, the Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement, and Modernization Act of 2003. In this section, Congress authorized $50 million in appropriations for FY2004 and necessary amounts for subsequent years.

**Increase funds to FDA**

A larger budget would enable intramural scientists to analyze data and design and carry out follow-up studies based on data-suggested hypotheses. Alternatively, or in addition, Congress could increase funds that FDA can provide to extramural researchers for this work, as well as supporting training programs.

**Explore alternative systems**

Congress may choose to examine some of the systems adopted in other countries—the “pharmaco-vigilance centers” used by doctors in France, or Great Britain’s “green card” requests that researchers send to doctors asking for more information when they spot a possible problem.

**Existing Information Unavailable to All Groups**

Lack of research into the kinds of safety and effectiveness questions that clinicians and patients could use in treatment decisions is one problem. But there is also significant research information that exists—but is not available. The reasons are more complicated than what some critics assert: that drug companies keep unfavorable results secret. Among other reasons:

*Publication bias.* Medical journal editors have traditionally paid more attention to positive findings—that a treatment works, for example—than to reports of no differences or statistically insignificant differences between new treatments and old or no treatments. As a result, many researchers, whether industry-affiliated or not, often decide not to submit negative studies for publication. A clinician, patient, or insurer, therefore, could seek information on a drug and, finding only positive reports, assume that the drug is good.

*Insufficient FDA resources.* A description of FDA’s system for collecting possible adverse drug event information appears earlier in this report. Whether because of budget constraints or the unlikely prospect of identifying valid associations within haphazardly collected and incomplete reports, FDA leaves much of these surveillance data unanalyzed. In addition, the agency lacks enough trained pharmacologists, epidemiologists, pharmacoepidemiologists, and other researchers.

---


with the specialized skills necessary for analysis. FDA’s budget justification of the FY2006 request appears to recognize this by referring to “the wealth of data in its Adverse Event Reporting System (AERS) to assist medical officers involved in the review process by providing a data mining tool to identify trends in adverse event data.”

**Industry use of information as marketing.** Drug manufacturers do not release all their findings to the public. Critics note that when manufacturers do publicize their findings, in DTC advertisements and marketing materials aimed at physicians, they may provide an incomplete and distorted view of a drug’s indications, safety, and effectiveness. Physicians—relying on information packaged by the manufacturer or provided by its detailers—therefore may not have full safety and effectiveness information.

**Industry suppression of bad news.** Researchers report that the companies sometimes move to suppress the publication or presentation of findings when they could harm a product’s sales. This raises complicated matters of policy and scientific procedure. What should FDA do when researchers uncover a risk? What is FDA’s duty to disclose industry data? Incorrect decisions can result from action taken too quickly or action delayed from an excess of caution. The problem is that in scientific research, chance, poor study design or analysis, or an unrelated event can imply that a drug is risky when it is safe or safe when it is risky. Limiting or withdrawing a drug, in that case (based on erroneous conclusions), protects no one—and hurts those who would have been helped by it.

**Labeling requirements.** Labeling does not refer to the little sticker on a pharmacy-issued vial of a prescription drug. It is the detailed package insert, which the manufacturer ships to the drugstore with the medication, that provides prescribing information to the clinician and the patient. The law requires that pharmacists include them for patients, but that does not always occur.

We have mentioned that once FDA approves a drug and the manufacturer puts it on the market, physicians are mostly free to prescribe it as they wish. A doctor may prescribe a drug approved for adults to a child; prescribe a lipid-lowering or anti-inflammatory drug as a possible preventive measure against dementia; or prescribe a drug that the manufacturer tested for six-week use at one dose to someone at a higher or lower dose or for months, years, or a lifetime. Neither the clinician nor the patient—nor FDA—can look up possible side effects of off-label use, either because these uses have not been tested or results not been revealed.

Why? The FDA’s passive system for picking up such problems certainly limits it usefulness. In addition, industry is not likely to ask questions that might hurt the drug’s financial prospects. The result: even when off-label uses are widely known and suspected of being unsafe or ineffective, the labeling often does not change.

---

84 Manufacturers must report all studies to FDA.
85 For a discussion of issues involved in the DTC advertising of prescription drugs, see CRS Report RL32853, Direct-to-Consumer Advertising of Prescription Drugs, by (name redacted).
FDA Options

Enhance drug-information dissemination options

Especially with use of the Internet, opportunities exist beyond traditional peer-reviewed professional journals, while maintaining standards of scientific quality. For example, the not-for-profit Public Library of Science (PLoS) established a Web-based public forum for published research results.87 Since May 2005, the National Library of Medicine has strongly encouraged NIH-funded researchers to voluntarily submit their reports (after peer review and acceptance by a research journal) to its PubMed Central database, which will be publicly accessible.88 Many applaud these types of actions. Others worry that, while these two activities involve only published material, other websites’ posting unpublished reports, thereby circumventing the current system of anonymous peer review and editorial oversight, would weaken the protection and integrity the traditional system of research publication provides.

Transfer current information to prescribers

FDA might explore developing an education outreach program to physicians. Such a system might use computer software; round-the-clock opportunities for telephone and e-mail consultations; and visits to physician offices, a practice called “academic detailing” in reference to the promotional visits, called “detailing,” made by drug company representatives.

Extend collaborative data collection and analysis activities

Comparative effectiveness studies and safety monitoring need not await government’s taking them on. Diverse groups have begun sharing data and results and making them available to others. Examples of such work are the Cochrane Collaboration,89 the British Medical Journal’s Clinical Evidence website,90 the Oregon Drug Effectiveness Review Project,91 and the Centers for Education and Research on Therapeutics (CERTs) program funded by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality.92 Many urge that, with funding contributed by government, as well as by foundations, healthcare payers, and industry, the information could—and should—be made public and free.

87 According to its website, the Public Library of Science is a “nonprofit organization of scientists and physicians committed to making the world’s scientific and medical literature a public resource” (http://www.plos.org/about/index.html, visited Feb. 4, 2005).


89 The Cochrane Collaboration, “an international non-profit and independent organisation, dedicated to making up-to-date, accurate information about the effects of healthcare readily available worldwide,” produces the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews; see website at http://www.cochrane.org/docs/descrip.htm, visited Feb. 11, 2005.


91 The Oregon Evidence-based Practice Center, Oregon Health and Science University, webpage describes the collaborative program, at http://www.ohsu.edu/drugeffectiveness/description/.

Congressional Options

Require that labeling address off-label uses

Right now, labeling addresses the indications for which the manufacturer requested and received approval. When it is apparent that clinicians are prescribing a drug for other purposes or to populations other than those addressed in the approval application with its supporting safety and effectiveness data, FDA could require that the label include known information and an assessment of hypothesized safety and likely effectiveness in the off-label use. A less ambitious approach would be to require that the label clearly acknowledge that the safety and effectiveness of the common off-label uses have not been studied with the rigor (or at all) required by FDA for new drug approval. This information could be updated regularly. After a drug has been used long enough or by enough people, FDA could require formal assessment (with controlled clinical trials and well-designed observational studies) of safety and effectiveness for those off-label uses.

Remove postmarket study responsibility from both manufacturers and FDA

Avorn suggests that HMOs, academics, insurers, contract research organizations, and other private groups could carry out postmarket studies under government or industry contracts. He gives as examples a 10-cent fee for every filled prescription, or user fees from payers on a per person-covered basis. If the funding came from a line-item in the federal budget or from industry contributions, a mechanism could be imposed to guarantee that the studies were managed independently, without input from the government or industry. That way, the data would not be owned by entities potentially reluctant to release them to the public.93

Require clinical trial registration

Congress acted in 1997 to require sponsors to publicly list any clinical trial at its outset to enable individuals to participate.94 This public notice had a collateral effect: the public could follow-up, years later, what the sponsor had found. Discussion in Congress has focused on registration as a way to compel this openness. Incentives suggested to increase compliance included linking registration either to permission to begin clinical studies in humans95 or to publication of studies’ results.96

Make data public

This would avoid the potentially dangerous withholding of data. It would present the opportunity to others to validate findings and conclusions or to analyze the data differently. Making data

93 Avorn, pp. 384-386.
94 The Food and Drug Administration Modernization Act. See, also, CRS Report RL32832, Clinical Trials Reporting and Publication, by (name redacted).
95 See the Fair Access to Clinical Trials Act (S. 470 and H.R. 3196), the American Center for Cures Act of 2005 (S. 2104), the Vaccine Safety and Public Confidence Assurance Act of 2006 (H.R. 5887), and the Enhancing Drug Safety and Innovation Act of 2006 (S. 3807).
public could cause problems, too. If a proposed study might yield findings that would hurt a drug’s sales, the manufacturer might choose not to pursue the research. If data were widely disseminated before they were replicated, understood, or rejected, they could prematurely form the basis of ill-informed treatment decisions. The enormity of data collected would be unwieldy and difficult to analyze (or analyze within a useful timeframe) without sophisticated statistical knowledge and computer software.

**Give FDA enhanced authority to regulate DTC advertisements**

Much of the information about drugs available to physicians and the public comes directly from the pharmaceutical industry. Although the law and regulations require that material include description of risks as well as benefits, DTC advertisements are designed to sell a product, and some think that the balance of information is distorted in favor of the product. Currently FDA reviews a DTC advertisement if it becomes aware of a problem. Some would prefer a total ban on DTC advertising; others urge stronger controls. One would require that FDA review and approve advertising copy before it is published. This may require budget action; according to Angell, in 2001 FDA had 30 reviewers for 34,000 DTC advertisements submitted. Other proposals would prohibit DTC advertising in the few years immediately following a new drug’s approval.

**Give FDA ability to institute penalties for misleading ads**

This may require coordination with Federal Trade Commission regulations.

**Conclusion**

No drug is completely safe. In fact, the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act even defines a prescription drug as one with “toxicity or other potentiality for harmful effect, or the method of its use, or the collateral measures necessary to its use, is not safe for use except under the supervision of a practitioner licensed by law to administer such drug.”

Physicians have a responsibility to weigh benefits against risks when prescribing drugs. To do so requires, in addition to their training and experience, available information. Many ethicists say that the public, too, must have enough information about risks to make up their own minds. However, in-depth analysis is often required to assess a drug’s full effects. Some question whether individuals or even their physicians can meaningfully interpret all relevant information.

The FDA’s task involves providing that in-depth analysis as it weighs benefits against risks. For example, codeine provides pain relief but is addictive; Tamoxifen keeps breast cancer at bay for those who have had a single mastectomy, but can cause uterine cancer and blood clots; ibuprofen relieves inflammation but can cause gastrointestinal distress; and statins lower cholesterol but


99 FFDCA Section 503(b)(1).
may weaken muscle fibers. Manufacturers and researchers should find new ways to diminish or mitigate risk. Furthermore, if a drug is not effective, there is no potential benefit to counterbalance even the smallest risk.

FDA’s advisory committees routinely tackle these tasks.\(^{100}\) But the February 2005 joint advisory committee meeting made clear how hard it is to assess the unique and intertwined qualities of safety, benefit, and risk. The committees heard patients testify that they would rather die than live without the COX-2 inhibitor that allows them to function. They heard highly trained researchers present analyses of a drug’s risk and come up with different conclusions. Finally, they sat for three days surrounded by conversation and press releases carrying often sharply divergent views from drug companies, consumers, academic researchers, the media, Members of Congress, and the FDA itself.

While few question that FDA applies the necessary statutory, regulatory, and procedural requirements for premarket approval, there is broad criticism of its postmarket enforcement activities. Many observers maintain that the law does not provide sufficiently strong authority for FDA to act.

In this 100\(^{th}\) year of the Food and Drug Administration, Congress is clearly poised to examine whether FDA needs more legal authority to regulate the safety and effectiveness of drugs. It could also examine how FDA can better use the legal—and moral—authority it already has (1) to encourage and participate in developing, gathering, analyzing, and disseminating information; (2) to act on that information when necessary; and (3) by its powers to both offer incentives and enforce penalties—and by its own example—to encourage industry cooperation.

There is broad agreement about what problems hamper postmarket activity. This paper has summarized what observers point to as possible solutions. Congress now has a much tougher job—picking the approaches that work best.

Table 1. Concerns and Options Raised by Observers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concerns</th>
<th>FDA Options</th>
<th>Congressional Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FDA organization</strong></td>
<td>—Political pressure</td>
<td>—Put Office of Drug Safety and Office of New Drugs under different supervisors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Bureaucratic reluctance to restrict an already approved drug</td>
<td>—Institute scientific dispute resolution mechanisms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Put Office of Drug Safety and Office of New Drugs under different supervisors</td>
<td>—Move task of overseeing safety to another federal agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Institute scientific dispute resolution mechanisms</td>
<td>—Provide whistleblower protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FDA budget</strong></td>
<td>—Imbalance in funding</td>
<td>—Revise (or repeal) PDUFA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Industry role</strong></td>
<td>—FDA dependency on industry</td>
<td>—Increase FDA appropriations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Cultural issue</td>
<td>—Develop alternative funding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Influence over data</td>
<td>—Reassign premarket study responsibility from manufacturer to government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Influence over funding</td>
<td>—Diminish marketing role in study design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Influence over research</td>
<td>—Create transparency in the funding of academic research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Direct-to-consumer advertising</td>
<td>—Reduce conflicts of interest in consumer and physician education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Opportunities to use the drug approval process to enhance postmarket activities</strong></td>
<td>—Inability to attach strings to new drug approval</td>
<td>—Institute two-phase approval process that includes mandatory reevaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Inability to enforce postmarket research deadlines</td>
<td>—Require commitments to specific postmarket surveillance and studies for initial approval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Inability to stimulate comparative effectiveness analysis</td>
<td>—Require commitments to comparative effectiveness trials for initial approval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Inability to approximate anticipated circumstances of use</td>
<td>—Require commitments to study likely users not considered in preapproval trials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Reluctance to set limits on the use of approved drugs</td>
<td>—Restrict use of newly approved drugs when first on the market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Insufficient postmarket information</strong></td>
<td>—Passive surveillance provides fragmentary and inconsistent picture</td>
<td>—Reassess criteria qualifying as a “signal”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Relies on physician or consumer to make event-drug connection and then report it</td>
<td>—Periodically assess the range of off-label use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Surveillance reports do not include sufficient information about medical, behavioral, and sociodemographic characteristics of the patient</td>
<td>—Design and conduct rigorous studies, including clinical trials, to test the safety and effectiveness of drugs used off-label</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Without denominators, reported clusters of events serve only as red flags</td>
<td>—Use administrative, financial, and clinical databases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Researchers also can design studies to test hypotheses</td>
<td>—Mandate more activist surveillance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Passive surveillance provides fragmentary and inconsistent picture</td>
<td>—Authorize FDA to require postmarket studies of situations that had not been anticipated at the time of approval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Relies on physician or consumer to make event-drug connection and then report it</td>
<td>—Require comparative effectiveness studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Surveillance reports do not include sufficient information about medical, behavioral, and sociodemographic characteristics of the patient</td>
<td>—Increase funds to FDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Without denominators, reported clusters of events serve only as red flags</td>
<td>—Explore alternative systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concerns</td>
<td>FDA Options</td>
<td>Congressional Options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existing information unavailable</td>
<td>—Publication bias</td>
<td>—Require that labeling address off-label uses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Insufficient FDA resources</td>
<td>—Remove the responsibilities for postmarket studies from both the manufacturers and FDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Industry use of information as marketing</td>
<td>—Require clinical trial registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Industry suppression of bad news</td>
<td>—Make data public</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Labeling requirements</td>
<td>—Give FDA enhanced authority to regulate DTC advertising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>—Authorize FDA to institute penalties for misleading ads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Enhance drug-information dissemination options</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Transfer current information to the prescriber</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Extend collaborative data collection and analysis activities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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